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INTRODUCTION 
Microcontrollers are ubiquitous in modern electronic products, powered 

prosthetic components being no exception. Likewise, digital communication 
buses are the key technology for interconnecting such smart devices for reasons 
such as reduced wiring requirements, high information throughput, robustness in 
the presence of noise and flexibility. This flexibility contains the potential of 
interoperability, which means that similar components from different 
manufacturers may communicate in the same way so that one can easily be 
replaced by another or components from different manufacturers can be 
combined in one and the same system. However desirable this situation is, it 
requires an open, sandardised communication protocol that is adhered to by 
the majority of the manufacturers and research organisations.  Presently no such 
standard exists in the prosthetics industry, while it has existed in related fields 
such as wheelchairs and environmental controllers for a number of years. 

In this paper we propose such a bus standard, and outline the potential 
benefits for end users, prosthetists and technicians, healthcare providers, 
manufacturers and researchers. We then list several important aspects of a 
prosthesis bus that must be carefully considered, and invite interested parties to 
engage in the completion of a draft specification. 

WHY A STANDARDISED BUS PROTOCOL? 
A standardised digital prosthesis communication channel enables the 

following, as is demonstrated in conjunction with the introduction of so-called 
“field buses” in industrial process control: 
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- Reduced wiring and thus production cost and hardware failure rate. 

- Advanced coordinated control schemes with a large number of sensor 
signals and control variables. 

- Remote adjustment, fault diagnosis and software upgrades. 

- Interoperability and thus improved interchangeability of different devices. 

This latter point is clinically important because it simplifies the integration of 
hybrid systems and increases the freedom of choice of components for the 
prosthetists and users. For the same reason, a standardised interface improves 
the possibilities for joint projects in advanced prosthesis control research, in that 
adherence to a standard simplifies the experimentation with novel components 
and control schemes (an example of such a component is the NTNU Revolute 
Wrist Device, which is described elsewhere in these proceedings [1]). The 
potential benefits for the end user and research community are apparent. For 
prosthetists and technicians the simplified wiring implies a somewhat simpler 
manufacturing process, and the benefits related to parameter adjustments and 
fault diagnosis are already demonstrated by several commercial systems. 
Interchangeability allows simpler and faster experimentation with different 
components, so that the prosthesis can be optimised for each patient more 
efficiently.  As the number of powered joints now used in a prosthesis increases 
the addition of the bus and the simplification of the wiring become essential. 

The situation for the prosthetics industry is slightly different. The willingness of 
each company or cluster to take part in a standardisation process and (more 
importantly) to adhere to the standard in the future, is necessarily coloured by 
the degree to which it is considered compatible with current company strategy. 
This issue is not considered any further here, except to point out that digital 
communication is inevitable in conjunction with most advanced prosthesis 
control schemes. One must therefore hope that the industry will find it beneficial 
to join forces in order to have an impact on this emerging and enabling 
technology.  Other areas of technological rehabilitation have already adopted 
this strategy despite the small markets and margins associated with the field. 

A structured thinking about control options, coordination and information 
flow aspects, which is required in conjunction with a stadardisation activity, may 
in itself induce new and improved prosthesis control concepts. This may 
therefore be an incitement to take part in the work. 
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FUNCTIONAL META-SPECIFICATION 
The format of the present paper does not allow the presentation of a full 

protocol draft, nor is it natural to do so because such a draft should be the result 
of a workinggroup process. We therefore present a brief meta-specification, 
indicating some of the issues that must be addressed by a protocol 
specification. The meta-specification is functional rather than technical in that it 
relates to functional properties rather than implementation issues. The reader 
should keep in mind that it is the bus protocol (intercomponent communication 
channel) that is presently in focus, not the individual prosthesis components nor 
the entire prosthesis as a system, although it is the component or system level 
functions that are to be served by the protocol. The list below does not 
constitute a complete overview of the properties that need to be specified or 
taken into account, but may hopefully serve as a starting point for discussions. 
Each issue is given a reference code. It is noted that many of the issues are 
connected or interrelated. 

MS-01 What functionality is required in order to realise current and future prosthesis 
control schemes? 

MS-01-01 Functions (motor control functions, feedback loops, coordination, other) 
MS-01-02 Commands (state change commands, other) 
MS-01-03 Status information (state machine states, error states, other) 
MS-01-04 Service commands (diagnosis, configuration, parameter setting)  

MS-02 Device Profiles (standardised descriptors of communication participants) 
MS-02-01 Typical configurations (known current device combinations) 
MS-02-02 Growth potential (to accommodate future developments) 
MS-02-03 Hiearchical profiles (for flexibility wrt. control schemes) 

MS-03 Data transfer rates (information throughput requirements) 
MS-03-01 Number of communicating nodes (physical or logical) 

 MS-03-02 Cyclic communication (transfer of continuous signals or status) 
MS-03-03 Sporadic communication (state changes, errors and exceptions, 

configuration and parameter settings) 
MS-03-04 Grouping of data (data with similar transmission rates or contextual 

aspects transmitted together). 
MS-04 Exception handling 
 MS-04-01 Fail-safe mechanisms (what to do if things do not work as usual) 

MS-04-02 Power-up behaviour (communication sequence, default behaviour, 
other) 

  MS-04-02-01 System level (coordiated power-up) 
MS-04-02-02 Node level (different kinds of nodes to behave differently?) 

MS-05 User friendliness 
 MS-05-01 For the amputee 

MS-05-01-01 Safety (robust design to avoid rapid unsolicited movements, other) 
  MS-05-01-02 Reliability (graceful degradation, other) 

MS-05-01-03 Availability (prioritised communication, graceful degradation, 
other) 

MS-05-01-04 Responsiveness to user commands 
MS-05-01-04-01  Admissible delay from input to response 
MS-05-01-04-02 Minimum ranges and resolutions for control and 

sensor variables 
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MS-05-01-05 Space requirements (physical attributes of electronics, plugs, wires) 
 MS-05-02 For the prosthetist/technician 

MS-05-02-01 System configuration (parameter setting, other) 
MS-05-02-02 Intraoperability (flexibility with respect to the choice of 

components) 
  MS-05-02-03 Diagnostics (auto-diagnosis, remote access) 
  MS-05-02-04 Software upgrading possibillities 
  MS-05-02-05 Ease of mounting and maintenance 
 MS-05-03 For the system designer/manufacturer 
  MS-05-03-01 Space requirements (identical to MS-05-01-05) 
  MS-05-03-02 Implementation cost 

MS-05-03-03 Availability of relevant technology (components, firmware, 
compilers and more) 

MS-06 Robustness issues 
MS-06-01 Electromagnetic compatibility (noise immunity, low emissions) 
MS-06-02 Hot-swapping of system components (replace components while system 

is running) 

DISCUSSION AND FURTHER WORK 
The present state of prosthetics and data transfer technology indicates that 

this is a good time for working towards a common bus standard. This paper lists a 
number of essential aspects that need to be considered in order to define the 
problem at hand.  

The authors hereby invite interested parties to take part in the formation of 
a workgroup that will thus define the problem and continue working towards a 
complete bus specification. Ideally the final result of this process will be a 
specification that covers everything from the physical bus connectors up to the 
higher protocol levels. The protocol should be based on a Commercial Off-the-
Shelf low-level protocol such as I2C, CAN or ZigBee, which implies the immediate 
availability of hardware and firmware components. 
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